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Our Goal

Provide a standard data set to networking researchers based on High Touch and Netflow data seen 
by ESnet on LHCONE

Flow Records are of the following form:

With HT they are 1:1 accurate.  
    So they represent all packets for all flows.  Large or small.

Netflow is similar, but a random subset based on netflow sampling



What does this allow:

1. Capacity and traffic pattern analysis for every flow as seen by ESnet on LHCONE, between two 
entities.

2. Frequency, Peak Rate and Duration of flows
3. Network congestion analysis
4. Correlation between CRIC and what we see
5. Anomalies.  

a. Eg.  connection attempts with no syn-acknowledgement
b. Round Trip Times
c. Asymmetric routing

These topics are all interesting to Networking Researchers, but presently only ESnet engineers can 
access this data.  We would like to share it with the community.



What we need

1. Before sharing such information, we need agreement from a governing body 
that represents this traffic.  ( WLCG for LHCONE ? )

2. We need to address any concerns regarding Individual IP profiles
3. We need to gather any other concerns from sites or peered networks

• Depending on need for anonymization, information can be obscured
• More anonymization → less information available for research
• What is the right balance?



Proposed Minimum Data Set

Replace all IP addresses with a 64 bit random number.
- Preserves per flow resolution, but hides the identity of a source

Or use CryptoPan ( https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crypto-PAn ).  This is prefix preserving.

This limits traffic analysis for :
    Org to Org
    Study of paths or latencies between orgs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crypto-PAn


Slightly Better Data Set

Include the ASN names
    Or .. we can include site names from CRIC

We can also filter out ANY traffic not registered in CRIC



Further Enhancements

We can include roll ups of all tcp flags set during a flow interval.
Histograms of packet sizes per flow interval.

Useful for large scale studies of TCP behaviour

Experiment meta-data, from Fireflies can also be incorporated into the annotation



Reproducible Research

1. Release a 1 Terabyte data set that can be used for comparing work between 
different research papers, even if it is done decades apart.

2. Release a monthly data set, that has a limited lifetime ( storage and use 
bounded ), which can be used for current trend analysis.

3. Encourage researchers to build long term summaries from 2.


